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PORTO 

Porto´s city center is a remarkable UNESCO heritage site and is of course known for its production of Port Wine.
Therefore, Porto offers various old wine lodges on the south bank of the River Douro which are ideal for group dinners or cocktail receptions.

Opposing the historic character of Porto, the city possess a modern infrastructure which includes several top-end hotels from purpose-built to unique
converted palaces. Furthermore, Porto can be regarded as a year- round destination due to the warm summers and mild winters.



Porto  
TRANSPORT LINKS

✓ Porto International Airport.

✓ Transfer time to Porto City Centre: 25 minutes

✓ Train connections:

Porto- Lisbon:       3 hours 

HIGHLIGHTS

✓ There are various wine tasting options in Porto- including

the Port Wine Cellars in the city itself but an excursion

into the stunning Douro Valley is a must as it allows a

fascinating insight into the complete wine-producing

process.

✓ Trips into the valley can be done by boat or alongside the

river by train.

✓ Besides that, walking tours really bring the city to life and

can be complemented by for instance an exclusive use

of trams or the wonderful Rabelo boats which once

transported the barrels of wine down to the city from the

Douro.

✓ Eating out is a way of life in Portugal- and the wide

choice of restaurants in Porto reflects this thoroughly,

offering a great choice of dining options at all levels.



4 or 5-star hotels to choose from in Porto HOTELS



RESTAURANTS The most authentic restaurants in town



VENUES



Day excursion to discover the amazing Douro Valley CULTURE

WITH JEEPS DOURO VALLEY DISCOVERY WITH BEETLES 

At the station in Regua the guests will be met jeeps for the next
leg of their excursion (3 to 4 pax per jeep). These vehicles will
take the group on a spectacular tour of the area’s highlights
including the Sao Leonardo Galafura look-out point, Guiães village,
Colmeal and Barreiros de Cima wine estates and much more!

The journey will end at one of the region’s most magnificent wine
estates with a delicious seated lunch accompanied by the wines of
the estate.

This trip starts at the Sao Bento Railway Station, often billed as 
one of the world’s most beautiful train stations!  Here the group 
will board the train to Regua – they will have a carriage on an 
exclusive basis. The journey to Regua takes about 2 hours during 
which the guests will be served coffee.

Backed by the Serra do Marão mountains and overlooking the 
wide valley of the River Douro, the peaceful town of Peso da 
Régua is the official centre of the Port wine growing region. From 
here, barrels of wine were traditionally transported to Vila Nova 
de Gaia in the past using wooden sailing ships called rabelos.

Alternatively, you can explore the striking landscape of the
Douro Valley with Vintage Beetles.
This tour ends with a delightful lunch and of course, a wine-
tasting, in a traditional wine estate.



Create your memorable experience in PortoCULTURE

Feel the adrenaline boost as soon as you board! This tour is, 
without doubt, a unique way to enjoy Oporto and its 
UNESCO listed city centre. 

The flight covers the 6 beautiful bridges between Porto and 
Gaia, their enchanting quays and the Port Wine Cellars.  This 
experience gives you a completely different perspective of 
the city, its buildings, architecture and, of course, the Douro 
river.

With its location on the Atlantic Ocean Portugal has always
been a nation with an immense sailing tradition. By the
early 15th century, the Portuguese began its now-called
“Age of Discoveries”, spearheading the exploration of the
world by sea.

With 5 people per boat the participants will soon be
working the boat: tacking and jibing and trimming the sails
as well as being given charge of the helm as they race
against each other.

Porto has some great bridges, and while the Ponte Luís I is most 
famous (built in the style of the Eiffel Tower), the Arrábida Bridge is 
also a marvel and was the world’s largest concrete arch bridge 
when it was completed in 1963. 

Arcing 270m in a single swoop over the Douro River and linking 
Porto to Vila Nova de Gaia, this mighty bridge – designed by 
prominent Portuguese civil engineer Edgar Cardoso is visible from 
afar.

REGATTA HELICOPTER BRIDGE CLIMB   



Sightseeing, gastronomy, team building, outdoor sportsACTIVITIES

TILE PAITING TUK TUK TOUR  WINE TASTING  

RIVER CRUISE  ENGAGING WALKING TOUR                                        HISTORIC TRAM TOUR 


